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Enjoy the meal to the fullest with a beautiful view of
Schiltach
The employees of the company VEGA in Schiltach like to go to
their „restaurant“. Nobody says canteen here, because even
the management takes their guests to their own company
restaurant during the day. The area around catering for the
employees is divided into two areas: the restaurant with three
main dishes daily, a salad buffet and desserts, and a cafeteria
with cold and hot drinks, snacks and pastries.
Restaurant feeling in the canteen

Architektur Schneider planned the 5-storey, 26 m high production
and office building with a technical level on the roof. For the
interior design, the architects opted for seamless floors throughout the building. A quartz sand floor with a low-discoloration
sealer was used in the kitchen. Conductive floor systems in
production and construction, epoxy resin in the stairwell, PU
wall coatings in the social rooms and an elastic, noise-reducing
PU design floor coating in the company restaurant.
The architectural office Schneider has already had positive
experiences with VIACOR flooring systems in various construction projects in the past.

Industrial kitchen to cater for 800 employees
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Canteen

Kitchen

Homogeneous surface of VIASOL ELASTIC UV

Kitchen drain

The color concept of the interior design

Accessible floor also suitable for forklifts
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Wall coating

Creative design on the walls

Seamlessly coated modern social rooms

Homogeneous polyurethane wall coating

Long corridors with simple elements to loosen up
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Depending on the area of application,

around 10,000 m²
were coated with different floor systems on all floors.

At the same time as the project started, the global economic
crisis came with enormous price increases for raw materials
in combination with delivery problems, which represented one
of the greatest challenges. Thanks to the excellent cooperation
with good discussions, a fair solution was found for all parties
and the project could start.
During the coating work, P&K had to share the construction
site with many trades, which made the execution considerably
more difficult. It was thanks to the specialist staff and the
easy-to-process material that neither the busy construction
site traffic, whirled-up dust nor time delays resulted in any
loss of quality.
Quote Heinz Knauseder from P&K: „The customer is very
satisfied with the result, which also influenced the willingness
to negotiate the additional costs for the material. In the old
building we were working on top of a coating from a market
competitor and the difference is more than visible.”

•

Dining & lounge area 2.000 m²
VIASOL ELASTIC UV

•

Kitchen 190 m²
VIASOL DESIGN QCV

•

Production
4.000 m² VIASOL UNIVERSAL ESD
2.000 m² VIASOL DESIGN QCV conductive

•

Social rooms 300 m² wall and floor surface
VIASOL ELASTIC vertical / ELASTIC UV

•

Staircase 340 m² VIASOL PROTECTIVE

•

Old building 1.000 m² VIASOL UNIVERSAL voltex

GREEN LINE ECO products from VIACOR were used in
the project - tested low-emission floor systems according to AgBB, LEED v4, BREEAM, M1 and other standards.
Coating company
P&K Flooringgroup GmbH
Maybachstraße 6
D-71397 Nellmersbach
https://flooringgroup.de/

Coating work of P&K Flooringgroup GmbH

Manufacturer
VIACOR Polymer GmbH
Graf-Bentzel-Straße 78
72108 Rottenburg
https://www.viacor.de

